INTRODUCTION

Spatial genetic structure (SGS, i.e. the non-random spatial distribution of genotypes) is strongly influenced by several reproduction traits such as mating system, inbreeding, clonality, and individual fitness (Epplerson 1993). Molecular data have been used for the study of small-scale SGS of various groups of marine modular invertebrates (i.e. corals, bryozoans and ascidians) by using autocorrelation statistics (e.g. McFadden & Aydin 1996, Miller 1998, Pemberton et al. 2007, Miller & Ayre 2008). Although sponges are common components of marine systems (e.g. Vacelet 1979), and have life-history traits that might lead to a high level of spatial genetic structure (e.g. Uriz et al. 1998), only 1 study to date addresses sponge genetic structure at small spatial scales (Calderon et al. 2007).

Sponges display a variety of reproduction and dispersal strategies, which can influence population SGS. They reproduce sexually by releasing sperm, eggs and larvae and can also combine sexual and asexual reproduction, mainly through budding and fragmentation (e.g. Wulff 1991, Turon et al. 1998). The scarce studies available on larval behaviour suggest limited dispersal.

ABSTRACT: Insight from the spatial genetic structure (SGS) of a species is fundamental to understanding the patterns of effective dispersal and gene flow among its populations. Despite the ecological importance of sponges and the variety of reproduction and dispersal strategies they present, which can strongly influence SGS, there is only 1 study assessing small-scale SGS in sponges. That species had a continuous distribution and relatively wide-scale larval dispersal. Here we study the contribution of sexual and asexual reproduction, and the breeding and mating system to the SGS of a sponge species, Scopalina lophyropoda, with a patchy distribution and more limited larval dispersal. All individuals from 3 populations were mapped and genetically characterised for 7 microsatellite loci. The extent of clonality was minor (ca. 7%), possibly caused by a balance between fissions and fusions. The scarce clonality did not contribute to the SGS, which was analysed by autocorrelation statistics at both the ramet (including clones) and the genet (excluding clones) levels. The spatial autocorrelation analyses elicited a pattern of strong SGS at the small scale, confirming the predictions of philopatric larval dispersal, which fosters isolation by distance. All these patterns, however, contrast with the conspicuous lack of inbreeding detected in the populations, which is in agreement with recent data on other marine modular invertebrates and confirms that strong SGS does not necessarily imply inbreeding.
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(e.g. Uriz et al. 1998, Mariani et al. 2006) but the extent of sponge sperm dispersal is unknown. Graft acceptance and rejection experiments indicate that clonality may be important in shaping the genetic structure of a sponge population (see Boury-Esnault & Solé-Cava 2003 for review). Asexually produced propagules appear to have higher survival rates than settlers resulting from larvae since the former circumvent the post-settlement period, when settler vulnerability is the highest (Hunt & Scheibling 1997).

The only sponge study focusing on SGS at short distances (from cm to m) dealt with a Mediterranean encrusting species Crambe crambe with continuous distribution and relatively high larval dispersal (Calderon et al. 2007). The present study focuses on another encrusting sponge: Scopalina lophyropoda (Schmidt), which has an aggregated distribution (Blanquer 2007) and philopatric larval behaviour (Uriz et al. 1998, Mariani et al. 2006).

The extremely patchy distribution of Scopalina lophyropoda and its larval philopatry advocate high levels of inbreeding. On the other hand, the observed fission events (Maldonado & Uriz 1999, Blanquer et al. 2008) would promote clonality. All these features (clonality, patchiness, philopatry and inbreeding) allowed us to predict strong small-scale SGS in this species. Thus, the objectives of the present study were to verify or disprove our prediction by (1) inferring the intra-population SGS of the species by using microsatellite data and autocorrelation analyses, (2) assessing the extent of sexual and clonal reproduction and their respective contributions to the SGS, and (3) gaining insights on the breeding and mating structure of the species. The present study also aimed to broaden the knowledge of SGS of encrusting Mediterranean sponges at small scales by focusing on a second model species with an opposite distribution pattern to that of the previously studied species. Moreover, the results may provide baseline insights for further investigations on other patchily distributed modular benthic invertebrates.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Study site and sampling design.** Three populations of Scopalina lophyropoda from the NE littoral of the Iberian Peninsula (NW Mediterranean, 41°40.12’ N, 2°47.10’ E) were studied. The study sites consist of north-facing rocky walls from 8 to 16 m in depth where S. lophyropoda is one of the dominant invertebrates in terms of surface cover (Uriz et al. 1998). The rocky walls are perpendicular to the sea surface, but parallel and separated by 25 m from one another (Fig. 1). They occur at increasing depths: 8 to 10 m (Wall 1), 12 to 14 m (Wall 2) and 14 to 16 m (Wall 3) and extend for >100 m horizontally.

Since populations were relatively small and spatial autocorrelation has been reported to strongly depend on the scale and intensity of sampling (Hämmerli & Reusch 2003), we collected sponge fragments from all the individuals along each rocky wall (n = 27, n = 13 and n = 30 for Walls 1, 2 and 3, respectively). There were no individuals in the rocky areas between walls. In order to determine the distance between any pair of individuals, 1 individual at the middle of each wall was taken as a reference. The distance (in cm) and angle (in degrees) of all other sampled individuals relative to the reference sponge were measured and subsequently, distances between the centres of all individuals were calculated using the cosine theorem. The samples, consisting of small fragments of the sponges, were preserved in ethanol, carefully cleaned of foreign tissues under a binocular microscope, and stored at −20°C until DNA extraction.

**Microsatellite genotyping.** Hypervariable molecular markers such as microsatellites allow differentiation between sexually and clonally originated individuals of the same species and thus are a proper choice for assessing within-population genetic structures (Reusch et al. 2000). Allelic variation at 7 microsatellite loci (Scol_c, Scol_d, Scol_i, Scol_l, Scol_n, Scol_p and Scol_r) previously isolated from a genomic library of Scopalina lophyropoda (Blanquer et al. 2005) was assessed. Total DNA was extracted as in Pascual et al. (1997) and microsatellites were sized following the conditions described in Blanquer et al. (2005). As is common practice, 2 independent readers checked the results to avoid scoring errors.

**Clone identification.** The probability that 2 distinct sexual reproduction events could produce individuals sharing identical multilocus genotypes (MLGs) was estimated using the program MLGsim (10 000 simulations; Stenberg et al. 2003).

**Fig. 1.** Scopalina lophyropoda. Schematic representation of the location of the populations studied. Bathymetric profile of the sampling area with the location of the sampling walls.
ular unit from asexual reproduction) and ‘genet’ (for each genotype from sexual reproduction) that were originally developed for clonal plants (Harper 1977).

Population genetic analyses. Several indices were used to estimate genetic diversity for the pooled walls and for each wall separately, to check whether their topology could influence effective dispersal. The analyses within populations were all performed at the genet level. Detected clones were removed for the population analyses, since clonality could strongly bias the results. Observed (A) and effective (Ae) number of alleles per locus (as in Kimura & Crow 1964), allele frequencies, expected and observed heterozygosities (H<sub>E</sub> and H<sub>E</sub>, respectively), and inbreeding coefficients (F<sub>IS</sub>; Weir & Cockerham 1984) were calculated using FSTAT (Goudet 1995). Moran’s I (MI; Moran 1948) and the kinship coefficient (as in Kimura & Crow 1964), allele frequencies, expected and observed heterozygosities (H<sub>E</sub> and H<sub>E</sub>, respectively), and inbreeding coefficients (F<sub>IS</sub>; Weir & Cockerham 1984) were calculated using FSTAT (Goudet 1995). In order to quantify differentiation between walls, we estimated F<sub>ST</sub> (Weir & Cockerham 1984) using ARLEQUIN (Schneider et al. 2000). The computer program TRANSFORMER-3 (Caujapé-Castells & Bacarani-Rosas 2005) was used to generate all the input files needed to analyse these data.

Spatial autocorrelation analyses. Spatial autocorrelation tests the within-population genetic relatedness of individuals as a function of their relative position in space. It is considered the best methodology to quantify the genetic structure caused by limited dispersal at small scales, within the population level (Epperson & Li 1996). We used the relationship coefficient Moran’s I (MI; Moran 1948) and the kinship coefficient φ<sub>ij</sub> (Loiselle et al. 1995) as spatial autocorrelation statistics. MI ranges from –1 to +1. Positive values of MI indicate positive spatial autocorrelation, which means that individuals that are genetically closer also tend to be closer in space. By contrast, negative values of MI indicate negative spatial autocorrelation, which means that genetically closer individuals tend to be separated in space. Kinship coefficients such as φ<sub>ij</sub> are considered to be analogous to relationship coefficients such as MI (Hardy & Vekemans 1999). However, unlike φ<sub>ij</sub>, MI appears to depend only on dispersal and not on the rate of selfing (Epperson 2005).

Autocorrelation analyses were performed with SPA-GeDI software (Hardy & Vekemans 2002), and the correlograms were plotted using 5 distance classes for all the analyses, given the limited population sizes and the reduced sampling distances. The boundaries of the distance classes were chosen so that each one included a similar number of pairs of individuals in order not to influence statistical power. The 95% CIs were included in the plots. The analyses were performed at the ramet level and repeated at the genet level whenever identical MLGs were detected, since clonality is expected to generate strong spatial autocorrelation in the genotype distribution (Reusch et al. 1999). Only 1 of the clones was included in the genet-level analysis. The physical distance from this individual to any other was calculated as the average value of the distances of all those individuals sharing the MLG.

RESULTS

Genotypic diversity

All individuals were successfully genotyped for all the microsatellite loci. Over 90% of MLGs were presented by a single individual. Shared MLGs (Table 1) were only found in Wall 1 (1 group of 4 individuals, 2 groups of 3 individuals and 1 group of 2 individuals). Individuals sharing MLG were located within 0.45 m of each other. The probability of finding each specific MLG with random sexual mating was significantly low (p < 0.05) only for MLG 1 (4 individuals) and MLG 4 (3 individuals; Table 1). Thus, only ramets from those 2 MLGs were considered as resulting from clonal reproduction (i.e. 5 out of 70 individuals; Table 1).

Mating system

Multilocus F<sub>ST</sub> values were 0.019 between Walls 1 and 2, 0.023 between Walls 1 and 3, and 0.012 between Walls 2 and 3. All F<sub>ST</sub> values, except between Walls 2 and 3, were statistically significant at an alpha level of 0.05. The low number of individuals in Wall 2 (n = 13) probably brought about a low power of the test. How-

| Table 1. Scopalina lophyropoda. Identical multilocus genotypes (MLGs) detected in the populations surveyed. Genotypes per locus are designed using the allele sizes (bold numbers indicate the allele with the highest frequency in the population); N, number of individuals sharing MLG; *significantly (at p < 0.05) small probability of being result of random mating, and ns, not significant according to MLGsim software |
|-------------------|-------------------|-------------------|-------------------|-------------------|-------------------|-------------------|-------------------|-------------------|-------------------|
| MLG               | Genotype          | N     | MLGsim |
| Scol_i            | Scol_c            | Scol_d | Scol_l | Scol_n | Scol_p | Scol_r |                  |                  |        |
ever, considering these values, that there were private alleles in all walls, and that all the individuals were sampled, each wall was considered as independent for posterior analyses.

Only a few departures from HW equilibrium were detected, involving 4 different loci: 3 heterozygote excesses (Scol_c in all walls, and Scol_d and Scol_r in Wall 2) and 1 heterozygote deficit (Scol_n in Wall 2, p < 0.001, Markov chain method; Table 2). Multilocus fixation indices ($F_{IS}$) were –0.075, –0.036 and –0.173 for Walls 1, 2 and 3, respectively (Table 2). Only the multilocus value for Wall 3 was significantly different from 0 (i.e. random mating). Per locus, most of the inbreeding coefficient values (18 out of 21) were negative, although only 5 of them were significant (Table 2). However, there was 1 significant positive $F_{IS}$ value for Scol_n in Wall 2 (0.696). All loci behaved as neutral according to the Ewens-Watterson test for neutrality.

### Linkage disequilibrium tests

Linkage disequilibrium tests were consistently nonsignificant for all pairs of loci across the walls.

### Spatial genetic structure

The shape of the multilocus autocorrelograms (Fig. 2) for both $\phi_{ij}$ and MI were consistently similar for all walls, although $\phi_{ij}$ values were up to 10-fold smaller than MI values. In Wall 1 (Fig. 2A), there were significantly positive $\phi_{ij}$ and MI values for the first distance class and significantly negative values for the second and third distance classes. Correlograms at the genet level were more conservative and only showed significant autocorrelation for the first distance class. In Wall 2 (Fig. 2B), multilocus MI values were significantly positive for the first distance class and significantly negative for the 3 last distance classes whereas the $\phi_{ij}$ values were not significant in any case. By contrast, MI and $\phi_{ij}$ correlograms displayed the same shape in Wall 3 (Fig. 2C), with nonsignificant negative values in all distance classes.

When pooling all individuals from the 3 walls, analyses with both MI and $\phi_{ij}$ showed a pattern of significant autocorrelation (Fig. 2D) with a more or less monotonic decline from significant positive values in the first distance class to significant negative values at the largest distance classes. Correlograms at the ramet and at the genet level for either statistic only varied slightly in the first distance class.

### DISCUSSION

Microsatellites have proven to be useful markers to assess the SGS of very close populations of *Scopalina lophyropoda*. They allowed us to elucidate the breeding structure of its populations and confirmed, from a genetic perspective, the reported philopatric dispersal of its larvae (Uriz et al. 1998).

### Mating system

Several marine modular invertebrates have been reported to show population inbreeding (e.g. Knowlton & Jackson 1993, Le Goff-Vitry et al. 2004, Gutierrez-Rodriguez & Lasker 2004), which has been attributed to their potential self-fertilisation, and philopatric larval dispersal (Carlon 1999). Multilocus $F_{IS}$ values based on microsatellites of the only other sponge studied so far (i.e. *Crambe crambe*, Duran et al. 2004) also revealed significant inbreeding in 9 out of 11 populations, which was attributed to a Wahlund effect induced by the existence of breeding units. The results
Fig. 2. *Scopalina lophyropoda*. Multilocus correlograms of MI (left) and $\phi_{ij}$ (right) values across 5 distance classes for the microsatellite data at different spatial levels. The y-axes represent the index value and x-axes the distance in meters. ● represents the ramet and ○ the genet analysis. (A) ramet and genet correlograms for Wall 1 population, (B) correlograms for Wall 2 population, (C) correlograms for Wall 3 population, (D) ramet and genet correlograms for the pooled populations. --- give the 95% CIs around the null hypotheses $MI = 0$ and $\phi_{ij} = 0$. 

for *C. crambe* match what would be expected from the biological traits of many encrusting sponges. However, at odds with the bulk of the literature, and the species biological features, the negative multilocus $F_{ST}$ values found for *Scopalina lophyropoda* clearly indicate lack of inbreeding. A significant absence of inbreeding also occurs in other geographically distant populations of this species (Blanquer 2007), and consequently, outcrossing seems to be a general trait for *S. lophyropoda* at the several spatial scales analysed (ranging from cm to 100s of km).

However, the absence of inbreeding in this species with aggregated populations and short larval dispersal (Uriz et al. 1998, Mariani et al. 2006), although difficult to interpret, is in agreement with the conclusions of the several studies on other modular invertebrates, which report that restricted (both sexual and asexual) dispersal, strong population structure, and even consanguinity do not necessarily imply inbreeding depression (e.g. Grosberg 1987, Cohen 1990, Bishop & Ryland 1993, Jones et al. 1994, McFadden 1997, Ayre & Miller 2006). In fact, no satisfactory explanation about why inbreeding is so common in modular invertebrates has been found so far (Addison & Hart 2005).

Random sperm dispersal may account for the random mating detected in the populations. Unfortunately, no data are available on sponge sperm dispersal, although some studies suggest that longevity of marine invertebrate sperm is larger than previously thought and thus the sperm has more opportunities to be dispersed (Johnson & Yund 2004).

Other causes besides sperm dispersal may help the species to avoid inbreeding. First, the individuals might be genetic chimeras, (Boury-Esnault & Solé-Cava 2003), which would be consistent with the heterozygosity excess detected. However, fusion between larvae from different individuals has been discarded as a potential cause (Maldonado & Uriz 1999), and we did not find individuals with >2 alleles, although this does not mean that they do not exist. Second, a self-incompatibility system in the species or a selection favouring assortive mating might be also acting.

**Spatial population structure**

$F_{ST}$ values, and the presence of private alleles in each wall, indicate that the 3 walls studied harboured genetically differentiated populations despite theirximity. The structure descriptors together with negative autocorrelation at the larger distance classes show that the walls represent physical barriers to larval dispersal, which reduces gene flow among walls.

Spatial autocorrelation analysis is indicated for quantifying the component of genetic structure due to limited dispersal (Hämmerli & Reusch 2003). Our predictions on restricted dispersal in the species, based on its presumed philopatric larval behaviour (Uriz et al. 1998, Mariani et al. 2006), have been confirmed by autocorrelation statistics (Fig. 2), which detected the formation of pedigree structures. In contrast, clonality, which often contributes to the strong SGS at very small scales (Pemberton et al. 2007, Miller & Ayre 2008), was irrelevant in *Scopalina lophyropoda*, since both the genet and the ramet analyses gave similar results.

The strong SGS found in Walls 1 and 2 is best explained by the isolation-by-distance model, whereby geographically closer individuals also bear a tight genetic relationship. In contrast, the particular topology of Wall 3 may have brought about a more complex pattern of water currents, and an increase gamete and larval dispersal fostering a random spatial distribution of the genotypes, which could explain the negative autocorrelation values. Similar patterns of variable autocorrelation between sites, related to area topology, were also found in corals (Miller 1998).

**Sexual vs. asexual reproduction**

The few studies available on the extent of asexual reproduction in sponges have mostly used allozyme markers, and report contrasting conclusions depending on the species. However, differences in the enzymes and methodologies used could well account for the divergent results. While sexual reproduction appeared to be the major contributor to local recruitment in populations of some sponge species (e.g. Duran et al. 2004, Whalan et al. 2005), asexual reproduction seemed to contribute to a variable extent to the maintenance of populations in other species (e.g. Miller et al. 2001, Zilberberg et al. 2006).

The low impact of clonality detected in *Scopalina lophyropoda* (only 7% of the individuals analysed may have had an asexual origin) is difficult to understand, considering the fission events recorded in adults (e.g. Maldonado & Uriz 1999, Blanquer et al. 2008). However, in thin encrusting species such as *S. lophyropoda*, the clones resulting from fission remain attached to the substrate and thus close in space, which favours posterior fusions (Blanquer et al. 2008).

Summarising, the autocorrelation analysis with polymorphic molecular markers allowed us to assess the contribution of the mating system to the SGS at a small scale in *Scopalina lophyropoda*, and could be applied to other sponge species. The low incidence of clonality in our species suggests a balancing mechanism between fissions and fusions, which are also numerous (Blanquer et al. 2008). This balancing mechanism had not been reported so far in sponges, but makes sense...
from an ecological perspective, since it would allow the sponge to recover after partial mortality (Hughes & Jackson 1980) and to encompass temporal competition with fast-growing organisms in seasonal seas such as the Mediterranean (Blanquer et al. 2008). The prediction that restricted larval dispersal in *S. lophyropoda* fosters isolation by distance, and promotes family clusters of individuals has been confirmed by the overall genetic structuring detected at a small spatial scale. Furthermore, the present study highlights the disagreement between biological traits, which suggested inbreeding in the populations, and genetic data. Sperm dispersal may account for the outcrossing detected. Experimental studies should take the present results as a background to investigate other causes (e.g. chimerism and/or a self-incompatibility system) for the enhanced outcrossing capabilities of *S. lophyropoda*.
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